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In this paper, we shall study the continuity of singular integral operators 
aP, + BP- where P, is an analytic projection and P- is a co-analytic projection, 
d and p are measurable functions. We discuss the forms of weights W for which 
these operators are continuous in Lz( W) with norm one. We shaft give conditions 
of a and @ for which Wdm becomes a Helson-Szegb; measure. Even when fi = 0, our 
results involve not only the Helson-Szeg(i theorem and the Koosis theorem but 
also new results. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let m denote normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle T= 
{c; /cl= 1 > and let x denote the identity function on T. For an integrable 
function f on T, its kth Fourier coefficient f(k) is defined by 
fW)=ITx-*I. dm 
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for all integers k. For a function,fin L’, its harmonic conjugate,Tis defined 
by the singular integral 
Let A be the disc algebra, which is the closed subspace of the algebra 
C = C(T) of all continuous functions f on T satisfying j‘(k) = 0 for all 
negative integers k. The Hardy spaces HP, 0 < p 6 cc), are defined as 
foiiows. For 0 e p < M, Ifp is the ~~(~)-c~osur~ of A, while Ii”’ is deEned 
to be the weak-* closure of A in Lcc(~). Let A0 be the subspace of all func- 
tions f in A which satisfy f(O) =t: 0, and let Alo be the subspace of all com- 
plex conjugates of functions in A,. The analytic projection P, satisfies 
P+Ut+-fd==ff. for all fi in A and all .I; in A,,+ 
The co-analytic projection P- is defined by P = I- P, , where I is the 
identity operator. Then 
A uo~“negative integrable function W on T is said to be a weight. 
Arocena, Cotlar, and Sadosky considered the operator P, - P._ . They 
characterized those weights M” for which this operator is continuous 
in L*(W) = L*( w&z) in terms of the norm of this operator. We shall 
consider the operator nP + + /3P I_ and make a further development of their 
interestjng results (cf. El-37 ). These have a~~l~~ations to ~elson-S~e~~ 
type theorems and Koosis type theorems. By the Cotlar-Sadosky’s lifting 
theorem (cf. [33), we can prove the next theorem (cf. fl2]f which we shall 
use to prove the main theorems in the next section. 
DEFINITION. We shall write in this paper 
E= ii;; I~(~)-~(~)1 >O), E”= ~~;~(~)~~(~)~~ 
which are disjoint subsets on the unit circfe T, 
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A finite non-negative measure d,u= Wdm on T is said to be a 
Helson-Szegii measure when there exist two functions u, u in Lg(m) such 
that 
W = e” + ii a.e. and IIf4 2 J-6 for some E > 0. 
In Section 2, we shall prove the main theorems, which give the form of 
a weight W satisfying condition (if in Theorem 1. In Section 3, we shall 
obtain several corollaries of the main theorems, one of which implies the 
Helson-Szegti theorem and the Koosis theorem. In Section 4, we shall 
consider the case when r is bounded away from zero. In Section 5, we shall 
consider more Koosis type theorems. 
In this paper, we study weighted norm inequalities singular integral 
operators aP+ $ /?P- with respect to the disc algebra A. It is also possible 
to study these kinds of operators with respect to general uniform algebras 
using a lifting theorem for a general uniform algebra (cf. [lo]). Weighted 
norm inequalities for the analytic projection P, for a general uniform 
algebra have already been studied (cf. [9, lo] ). 
2. MAIN THEOREMS 
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, which are the 
main theorems in this paper. We shall prove them using Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1. For a weight W satisfying m( W= 0) > 0, the foliowing condi- 
tions are equivalent. 
(i) fT((aP+ +BP-)f(* Wdm<f,if/2 Wdm, for ailf in A+&. 
(ii) W==O a.e. on E, and (l- [ff/“) W>O ax. on E”. 
ProojI It is sufficient to show that (i) implies (ii). Since ml W= 0} > 0, 
it follows that m{k = 0) > 0 where k is a function satisfying condition (ii) 
of Theorem 1. Since k belongs to Hi, we have k = 0 a.e. (cf. [8, Chap. III, 
Sect. B] ). Hence [a - PI W= 0 a.e. and (ii) follows. 
Condition (*). In this paper, we shall assume that a and p satisfy the 
condition 
/aI ,< 1 a.e., IPI G 1 a.e., and m(E) > 0, 
where E= (Icx-p/ >O) and m{~)=~~dm=~~(d~/2~). 
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DEFINITION. For given functions a and fi, let 
(I) Y = I(a--fl)/(l -c&I a.e. on E, and r =0 a.e. on E”. 
(2) A(l-a/I)= {sEf‘;(m); e”‘= (1 - @)/(\l -+?I) a.e. on E, and 
s=O a.e. on E’). 
In this paper we shall assume -rz < Arg z < x. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose a und p satisfy Condition (*). Let s be in A( 1 - cl/I). 
Jf k is a function in H ’ such that 
then 
Proqj Since 
IArg(ke’-‘“)I d cos- ’ Y U.E. 
k 2 
l-(*-ap)w <l-r’ a.e. on E. 
we have (let the reader make a diagram) 
IArg (&)I Gcos -’ Y a.e. on E. 
Since cos ’ r = n/2 a.e. on E”, we have the conclusion. 
PRoPosrTroN I. Let s he in A{ 1 - a(i). If there exists a function g in N ’ 
such that 
j(l-~~)~-ge~s~“~2~(l-jaj2)(l-/fjj2)WZ a,e., 
then there exist a non-negative constant C and two real functions u, v such 
that 
C<2W(l-aflJ e”+“cosu a.e., 
c “j 
W=me+’ a.e. on E, 
Iv/ <cos -I r a.c. and ju( gcosh ’ 
Proof Put k = ge’“-‘; t~en~isin~‘.If~~a~=l~>O,theng=Oa.e. 
on {afl= l), a set of positive measure, so we have g = 0 a.e. (cf. Es]). If 
g = 0 a.e., then Ja - 81 W= 0 a.e. Hence W = 0 a.e. on E. Therefore the con- 
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elusion holds with C= 0. We shall consider the case when g is a non-zero 
function. Then 11 - apl > 0 a.e. and hence 
a.e. 
Put 
v=Arg 
then LJ = Arg(g) a.e. By Lemma 2, we have 
Iv/ = IArg(ke”-“)( <cos-’ r a.e. 
Hence g is a function in H’ with non-negative real part. Therefore g is 
an outer function, and hence there exists a positive constant C such that 
g = Ce”- ’ a.e. Since 
!&12<2WRe (&) a-e., 
we have 
k 
I i I--up 
g2wcos v a.e., 
and hence 
CQ2W[l --cQlI e”+“cosv a.e. 
Put 
u = log la-/Q + log W-log (kl on E, 
then 
11 -re ‘0 - WI 2 < 1 - )“2 a.e. on E. 
By a calculation 
e e”+i,<O a.e. on E, 
and hence 
a.e. on E. 
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Therefore 
lkl C 
w= ,a-/?1 
-e”=la-81eum ’ .i a.e. on E. 
This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf s is in A( 1 - a& and the conditions in Proposition 1 
hold, then 
i I(aP+ +PPm)f12 Wdmi{ Ifl’ Wdm, ,for all ,f in A + A,,. 
r 7 
Proof. Since IuJ < cash - ’ (cos u/r) a.e. on E, we have 
11 - ye”’ u12-(1 -r2)=r2 {em2’-*(y)e u+l},() 
a.e. on E. Put k = Ce”‘+“’ “+‘), then we have 
,(I -a@)W+(fe”- i- ?)l (1 -rell. 72 
<(Fe. F- i)‘(l -r2) 
= (1 - I!I12)( 1- lb\‘) w2 a.e. on E. 
The last equality follows from the fact that 
c 
W=jqe 
u-e-. .; a.e. on E. 
It follows that k is a function in H’, since Jkl < 3 W a.e. and W is an 
integrable function, and hence Theorem 1 implies the proposition. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose M and /? satisfy Condition (*) and m{ srfl= 1) > 0. If 
a weight W satisfies 
j I(aP+ +BP-)fl’ Wdmb/ Ifl’ Wdm, for all f in A + A,, 
T T 
then W = 0 a.e. on E, and W has no restriction a.e. on E”. 
The proof is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose a and B satisfy Condition (*). Let s be in 
A( 1 - ~8). For a weight W satisfying W > 0 a.e. and 
s WIl-c@e”dm<a, T 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) JrI(aP+ +/?P-)fl’ WdmdS,)fl’ Wdm, for allf in A+A,. 
(ii) 11 --a/II 0 > a.e. and there exist a non-negative constant C and two 
real functions u, v such that 
1 
1 VI < cos ~ ’ r a.e., 
and 
-log(2 cos v) < 24 a.e. on E”. 
Proof We shall show that (i) implies (ii). By Lemma 3, we have 
11 - ~$1 > 0 a.e. It follows from Theorem 1 that there exists a function k in 
H’ such that 
I(1 -c& W-k12<(1 - [a[‘)(1 -[PI’) W2 a.e. 
Put g = ke”- is, then 
lglG2W 11 -a/II e’ a.e. 
By assumption, the right-hand side is an integrable function, and hence g 
is a function in H ‘. By Proposition 1, there exist a non-negative constant C 
and two real functions U, v such that 
C<2Wll-a/?[ e”+“cosv a.e., 
C 
W=me 
u-c--s a.e. on E, 
Ivl < cos-’ r a.e. and a.e. on E. 
Since 
-log(2 cos v) < u a.e. on E”, 
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we have 
c 
W=lle 
1, - L7 - i a.e. on E’. 
Therefore W satisfies condition (ii). By Proposition 2, (ii) implies (i). This 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose a and 0 satisfy Condition (*). Let s be in 
A( 1 - rxp). If S is bounded above, then conditions (if and (ii) in Theorem 2 are 
equivalent. If W satisfies these conditions and W > 0 a.e., then 
Proof: Since s” is bounded above, W 11 - a/?\ e” becomes an integrable 
function. By Theorem 2, we have the first half. We shall show the latter 
half. Choose a bounded real function u in accordance with Theorem 2; then 
e’cos v is integrable (see the proof of Lemma 5.4 in Chapter IV of [4]). 
Since W > 0 a.e. and .? is bounded above, it follows from condition (ii) in 
Theorem 2 that / 1 - LX& > 0 a.e. and by a calculation we have 
CQ2Wjf-4 es+icosv a.e. 
Therefore 
This completes the proof. 
Ifs is Dini continuous on T, then S is continuous on T (cf. [4, Chap. III, 
Theorem 1.31). Therefore conditions (i) and (ii)in Theorem 2 are equiv- 
alent in this case. 
3. COROLLARIES OF MAIN THEOREMS 
In this section, we shall obtain several corollaries in the case where j? = 0 
a.e. Then r = It11 a.e. and the function s = 0 is in A( 1 - ~fl). We shall prove 
Koosis’s theorem using Theorem 3 and Corollary 2. We shall prove the 
Helson-SzegG theorem using Corollary 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Sa~~ose /a/ 4 1 a.e. and rn(ial >Of>O. The following 
co~ditio~~~ are then equivalent. 
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(i) jrlaP+f12 Wdm<~~lf~‘Wdrn, for allf in A+,?,. 
(ii) There exist a non-negative constant C and two real functions 1.4, v 
such that 
W=C(I+(~-I)X(O,,o!)eU~i a.e. 
[VI <CoSp' Jcf( a.e., 
IuI <cash-i 
and 
-log(2cosv)<u ae. on {cc=O). 
The proof is clear by Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 2. For weights W and U satisfying U > 0 a.e., the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) JTIP+ fl’Udm<~.(f(’ Wdm, for allf in A+A,,. 
(ii) U < W a.e., and there exist a positive constant C and two real 
functions u, v such that 
(Wu)‘/* = Ce”-” a.e. 
U 
( > 
112 
Iv/ <<OS-’ - 
W 
a.e. 
and 
IuI <cash-’ ((JJ’:‘cosv) a.e. 
Proof Put u = (U/W)“’ a.e. Since W> U > 0 a.e., we have r = c( > 0 a.e. 
and we can take s = 0 in A( 1 - a/?). It follows from Corollary 1 that (i) is 
equivalent to (ii). 
The following three corollaries follows also from Corollary 1. Corollary 3 
is the case a=xE a.e. Corollary 4 is the case a = W-“‘F( W)‘12 a.e. 
Corollary 5 is the case tl = y -‘j2xE for some constant y. 
COROLLARY 3. For a weight W and a measurable set E, the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
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(i) fs lP+ fi’ W&r < jT ij’/’ Wdm, for al/f in A + 2, 
(ii) There exist a non-negative constant C and two real ,functions u, v 
such that 
W = Ce” li a.e., /v( d ZF (1 - 11~) a.e., 
2 
u = 0 a,e. on E, and -log(2 cos v) G u a.e. on E”. 
Corollary 3 implies the well known result that if m(E) = 1 then the W is 
constant. There is a natural question related to Coroitary 3. For a 
weight W, we shall consider the following conditions: 
(a) There is a positive constant y such that 
f lf’+f12 Wdm%~~rlf/2 Wdm, for all .f in A + A,. 
‘7 
(b) There is a measurable set E with m(E) > 0 such that 
{ IP+.fl* Wdm$[ If]' Wdm, for all .f in A f 2,. 
E T 
If Wdm is a Helson-Szego measure, and W satisfies the condition in 
Corollary 3, then W satisfies both (a) and (b). By Corollary 3, we can lind 
several examples of weights satisfying both (a) and (b). If W is a non- 
negative constant function, then W satisfies both (a) and (b) which is 
the case V= u=O a.e. If W has the form W(f?)= J(cos(~)-~os~h))~ 
(1 - cos(l-f - h))/ ii3 a.e., then W satisfies both (a) and (b) which is the case 
u = (n/3) xc ,z,,,l a.e., u =0 a.e., and E” = (-h, h], 0 <h < n. Then we have 
the following question. 
Question 1. Does condition (a) imply condition (b)? 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose F is a cantinuuus function on the reaf line 
satisjjving 0 < F(t) d t for all t. For a weight W satisfving W > 0 a.e., the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) ~TIP+f12F(W)dm~~S.If~2 Wdm,for allf in A-t-1,. 
(ii) There exist a positive constant C and two real ,functions u, u such 
that 
( WF( W))‘12 = Ce”-’ a.e., 
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(ul ,< cash ~’ ((&)‘” cos v) a.e. 
Remark. (1) Let M be a constant satisfying A4 > 1. It is interesting to 
apply Corollary 4 for F(t) = min { M- ‘tp, t }. 
(2) Suppose F is a continuous function on the real line satisfying 
O-cF(t)<t and F(l)= 1. 
Let E, and E, be measurable sets satisfying xEO + xE, = 1 a.e., m(E,) > 0, 
and m(E,) >O. Let a be a constant satisfying O< a< 1. For a weight 
W = xEO + aXE,, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) ~,(P+f12F(W)dmd~,jfJ2 Wdm, for allfin A+J,. 
(ii) 1 - (1 - (F(a))/a)‘j2 < F(a). 
COROLLARY 5. Let 0: and /I be functions satisfying Ia - /I/ > 0 a.e., (~1 G 1 
a.e., [/?I < 1 a.e., with I$ in H”. For a weight W, the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) ST/(&‘+ +fiP_)f12 Wdm<jrlfl’ Wdm, for allf in A+A,. 
(ii) There exist a non-negative constant C and two real functions u, v 
such that 
W=Fe”-‘a.e., Iv/ <cos-’ r a.e., 
and 
Proof: We shall show that (i) implies (ii). If m{ W= 0} ~0, then 
it follows from Lemma 1 that W> 0 a.e. since 1~1 -/?I > 0 a.e. We can 
take s= Arg(1 - ~18) a.e. and r = l(ct - /?)/( 1 -L$)( a.e. Hence s”= 
log 11 - ~81 + C’ a.e., where C’ = ST log 1 1 - ~81 dm. Therefore 
W/l-~$1 e”dm=epC s Wdm < 00. T T 
By Theorem 2, we have condition (ii) since 
c - - ce-cr-lee” W=la--plu-v-s= a.e., 
and 
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2Wll -xfl] e”+’ cos v = 20 _ ‘e’ cos v 2 Ce’( eiui + e ‘“1) > c a.e. 
The converse is true by Proposition 2. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 6. Let CI and /3 be distinct rational functions which are 
analytic an T. Let e”] (1 < j 6 1) be the zeroes of 1 -CC/? on T. Zeroes are 
counted according to their ~u~t~pl~cities. L t N (resp. P) be a number of 
zeroes (resp. poles) of 1 - a/J inside of T. For a weight W satisfying W r 0 
a.e. and 
(i) frl(~P,+BP.. ).fi” Wdm<JS.lf12 Wd~,~o~a~lf in AC.&. 
(ii) There exist a non-negative constant C, two realfktions u, v, and 
a function t t’n C,(T) such that 
and 
ti+-s(H)-(N4)Bi-f i (e+e,). 
,;. 1 
Proof. Since la - PI > 0 on T, E = T. There exists a constant y, a func- 
tion s in L;(m), and a function t in C,(T) satisfying 
and 
.?(@)=(N-P)!7i-F(B)- i log/e”-e’@JI+y a.e. 
j=l 
By Theorem 2, (i) is equivalent to (ii). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 7. For a weight W, a constant M satisfying MZ 1 and two 
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~neusu~able sets E,, E, satisfying xEO f xE, = 1 a.e., the fo~lo~~li~~ conditions 
are e~~~va~ent. 
(i) jr/P, f12 Wdrn~~~~~f~‘Wdrn,f~r ailf in A+&. 
(ii) f~~~P+f/2Wdm+~,,lP_f(2WdmQMf,~f~2Wdm,foralIfin 
A+,?,. 
ProoJ (i) is the case when CI = M-‘/2 a-e. and /I = 0 a.e. (ii) is the case 
when a = M-“2xEo a.e. and /I= M-‘j2xE, a.e. For each case, [a-/?1 = 
M-“‘2 a.e. and a/?= 0 a.e. Hence r = M-Ii2 ae. and we can take the same 
function s= 0 in A(1 --a/J). It follows from Theorem 2 that (i) is equivalent 
to (ii). This completes the proof. 
KOOSIS THEOREM(C~. [7]). F ar a weight W, the following cundit~o~~ ffre 
equivalent. 
(if There exists a weight U satisfying m(U> O> > 0 and 
jf lf’+.fl* udmG/TIf12 Wdw forallf inA-+AO. 
(ii) W - ’ is an integrable function. 
Proof: We shall show that (i) implies (ii). Suppose UZ( W= O> > 0. Put 
fi=O a.e. and put a=xtw,Oi(U/W) “* Since W satisfies (i), it follows from . 
Lemma 1 that W=O a.e. on (a>O). Since W>O a.e. on {a>O>, we have 
E = 0 a.e.; that is, W = 0 a-e. and hence U = 0 a.e. This contradicts condi- 
tion (i). Therefore W> 0 a.e. Since we can choose s = 0 in A( 1 -a&, we 
have (ii) by Theorem 3. We shall show that (ii) implies (i). Put k = f/W+ 
i( l/ W)‘. Then k is a non-zero outer function satisfying Re k 3 0 a.e. Then 
k-’ is an outer function in H’ satisfying Re km ’ > 0 a.e. Hence there exist 
a positive constant C and a function u satisfying /lulla: <n/2 and k-’ = 
Ce”” - ’ a.e. Since W- ’ = Re k = C - ‘e” cos v a.e., we have cos u > 0 a.e. Put 
U = Ce ~’ cos v; then U is a positive function satisfying 
v2 
( WU)“/’ = Ce-” a.e. and 
u 
( > w 
= cos v a.e. 
By Corollary 2, U satisfies condition (i). This completes the proof. 
HELSON-SZEGB THEOREM (cf. [S 3). FM a ~~n-ze~o and ~Qn-negative 
finite regular Borel measure p, the foI~~wing cand~t~~n.~ are equivalent. 
(i) There exists a constant y satisfying 
Proof If p satisfies ~o~d~ti~~ (if, it is shown by the method of Helson 
and Szeg6 [S] or by the lifting theorem [3] that fi is absolutely con- 
tinuous with reqxct to ~12. Hence there exists a weight W SaF~sfy~~g 
& = ta/dwr. If m( W = 0 j > 0, then W = 0 a.e. by Lemma 1. It follows from 
(i) that y 2 i. By Corollary 2, 
4. TNE CASE WHERE I" IS BO~JWXXI AWAY FROM ZERO 
In the preceding section, we have proved Koosis’s theorem and the 
We&on-SzegB theorem. Koosis’s theorem is the case where r is not boun- 
ded away from zero. The H&on-Szeg& theorem is the case where r is 
bounded away from zero. If r is bounded away from zero in Theorem 2, 
then we have a simpler characterization of the weight &’ since xs= I a.e, 
But still we need the condition 
In the next theorem we assume the stronger condition that s is a ccm- 
tinuous function. 
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function s in A( 1 - c$). For a weight W, the ,following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) Jrj(clP+ +pP-)fl* WdmdjTlf]’ Wdm,for allfin A+A,. 
(ii) There exist a non-negative constant C and two real functions u, v 
such that 
C 
W=(cr-Ple 
u--h-S a.e., 
Iv/ <cos-’ r a.e. and IuJ Gcosh-’ 
If W satisfies these conditions and W > 0 a.e., then 
s 1 dm<oo. T w 11 - ($1 
Proof: We shall show that (i) implies (ii). (i) implies that there exists a 
function k with the properties given in Theorem 1. Put g = ke”- is; then 
)gl <2W 11 -a/7) e3 a.e. 
If we can show that g belongs to H’, then this theorem can be proved in 
the same way as Theorem 2. Since s is a continuous function, e” is in LP(m) 
for any p satisfying p < co. Hence the right-hand side is a function in LP(m) 
for any p satisfying p < 1. Hence g belongs to HP for any p satisfying p < 1. 
Put v = Arg(ke”-‘“). Since r-l is in L”(m), ) 1 - @I > 0 a.e. It follows from 
Lemma 2 that /10/1~ d 1r/2 - F for some E > 0. Hence e’ is in LP(m) for some 
p satisfying p > 1 (cf. [S, Chap. V, Sect. D]). Hence geaprV is in H”’ and 
is real and non-negative almost everywhere. Hence there exists a constant 
C such that ge”-‘” = C a.e. (cf. [4, Chap. II, Exercise 131). Since es-‘” is an 
invertible function in HP for some p > 1, it follows that g is also invertible 
in HP for some p > 1. Therefore g belongs to H’. The converse follows 
from Proposition 2. If W satisfies the conditions in this theorem and W> 0 
a.e., then 
s 1 T w 11 - @I dm~2~~~~g~~pdm)l’P{~~e~~~~~~1~dm)il~”’p<~, 
for some p > 1. This completes the proof. 
The last statement in the above theorem was proved in Theorem 3 
assuming that s” is bounded above. If we assume that )tc -81 is bounded 
away from zero in this theorem, then Wdm becomes a Helson-Szegii 
measure. 
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5. Koosrs TYPE THEOREMS 
In Section 3, we have proved Koosis’s theorem. In this section, we shall 
obtain Koosis type theorems. We shalt prove Theorem 5 using the M. Riesz 
inequality and the Heison-Szego theorem. We shall prove Theorem 6 using 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. For a ~~e~ghf W, fhefo~~u~~ng conditions are eq~~vu~ent~ 
(i) There exists a He&m-Szegii measure Udm such that 
{ \P+,fI’ UdmG{T/f12 Wdm, foralEfinA+A,. 
T 
(ii) There exists a weight U such that Uep is an integrable~function 
for some p satisfying p > 1, and 
i lP+f12 Udm< F !f12 Wdm, for all f in A + A,,. T “T 
(iii) W P is an integrable function for some p sat~s~~ling p > 1, 
It is possible to choose the same p in conditions (ii) and (iii). 
Proof. We shall show that (iii) implies (i). Suppose W-’ is in LP(m), 
for some p satisfying p > 1. Let q satisfy 1 < q < p. Then W’-“’ is in LPIY(m), 
and p/q > 1. By the M. Riesz inequality (cf. [S, Chap. V, Sect. B]), 
Hence f W+)- is in Lp’q(m). Therefore, the function k = W-q + i( W-v)- 
is in HPiY, which is a subspace of H’. Since Re k >,O a,e., there exists a 
function v such that /al! 3c <n/2 and k = Ceic-” a.e. for some constant C. 
Hence 
c - tv4ew/Y~- = W(cos u)liu < W a.e., 
and liv/qI( to 4 n/2q < n/2. Put U, = C -“qe(“Y) ; then U, dm is a Helson- 
Szego measure satisfying U, d W a.e. Hence there exists a constant M such 
that 
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for all f in A + A,. Put U = M- ‘U, ; then Udm is a Helson-Szego measure 
satisfying 
1 
T 
IP+fl’Udm<~ IfI2 Wdm, foralljinA+A,. 
T 
This implies (i). It is known that (i) implies (ii) (cf. [4, Chap. IV, Exer- 
cise 111). If W satisfies (ii), then U < W a.e. and U-p is integrable. Hence 
Wep is integrable. Therefore (ii) implies (iii). This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose two weights W and U satisfy 
1 P+f12 Udm<j Ifl’ Wdm, forallf inA+&. 
T T 
Then the following statements are true. 
(a) U satisfies 
s Ulog+ Udm< co. T 
(b) If U -’ is integrable, then the weight W satisfies 
Proof By Theorem 1, there exists a function k in H’ such that 
IW-kl’< W(W-U) a.e. 
We shall prove (a). Suppose m{ U > 0} > 0. By Koosis’s theorem, W-’ is 
integrable. Since WU < 2 W Re k a.e. and W> 0 a.e., U ,< 2 Re k a.e. Since 
k is-a function in H’ satisfying Re k 2 0 a.e., it follows from Zygmund’s 
theorem (cf. [8, Chap. V, Sect. C]) that 
s Re k log+(Re k) dm < co. T 
Since UG 2 Re k a.e., we have the conclusion. We shall prove (b). Since 
U > 0 a.e., we have W> 0 a.e. Hence k is a non-zero function satisfying 
W-’ < 2 Re k-’ a.e. Since 
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k- ’ is in N ‘~ By ~ygrnun~s theorem 
Since 
W-‘f2Rek-’ ae . . 
we have the conclusion. This completes the proof. 
By the equivalence of f~~~~w~ng conditions (i) and (ii), condition(b) 
follows from condition (a) in Theorem 6. Since the analytic projection P, 
can be extended to a self-adjoint operator in L’(m), the following condi- 
tions are equivalent for weights W and U such that W - ’ and U - ’ are 
integrable functions (cf. [ 11, p. 6771). 
(if jTlPi.fi2 Udm<jf,j.f12 Wdm, for allfin A+A,. 
(ii) fTlP+f12 W-‘dm<f,/f/‘U-‘dm, for allfin A+& 
It follows from Theorem 6 that Theorem 5 is not true for p = 1. Hence we 
have the following question. 
@edon 2. Suppose a weight W satisfies 
Is there a weight U such that U’- ’ is integrable and the next inequality 
holds? 
1 lP+ .f12 udm d jT lfl” Wdm, for all .f in A + A,, 
T 
We are very grateful to the referee, who improved the exposition in the frrst draft of this 
paw. 
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